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Abstrat

The two tone intermodulation arising in MgB2 thin �lms deposited in-situ by planar magnetron

sputtering on sapphire substrates is studied. Samples are haraterised using an open-ended di-

eletri puk resonator operating at 8.8 GHz. The experimental results show that the third order

produts inrease with the two-tone input power with a slope ranging between 1.5 and 2.3. The

behaviour an be understood introduing a mehanism of vortex penetration in grain boundaries

as the most plausible soure of non linearities in these �lms. This assumption is on�rmed by

the analysis of the �eld dependene of the surfae resistane, that show a linear behaviour at all

temperatures under test.
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The reent disovery of superondutivity in MgB2 [1℄ has raised a worldwide interest in

the sienti� ommunity beause of its promising perspetives. In partiular, appliations of

superonduting eletronis where the use of losed yle refrigerators is mandatory (suh

as hybrid reeivers for teleommuniations) ould strongly bene�t from this medium Tc

superondutor. In this respet, the study of harmoni generation and intermodulation

distortion (IMD) is a fundamental haraterization tool for both the performane of passive

devies in the mirowave region and the understanding of the non linear mirowave properties

of magnesium diboride. Classially, we expet that a third order produt signal arising in

a non-linear responsive material should vary as the third power of the input signal. In

superonduting materials, this has been observed in low temperature superondutors like

niobium and niobium nitride.[2, 3℄ High temperature superondutors (HTS) follow the

expeted behaviour but at very low power levels only,[4, 5℄ whereas at higher power they

usually show a quadrati dependene of IMD on the input signal.[4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9℄ This has

been generally asribed to vortex penetration in weak links.[6, 7, 8℄

In this letter, we present a detailed haraterization of the mirowave nonlinearity in MgB2

performed by single tone and two tone measurements. In partiular, we show that the IMD

produts have the same unusual behaviour found in HTS materials. These experimental

results an be explained in the framework of a granular model of Josephson oupled grains.

We studied three MgB2 thin �lms with indutively measured ritial temperatures ranging

between 20 and 31 K. These �lms have been realized using a fully in situ two step approah,

by a planar magnetron sputtering tehnique in a UHV environment. Brie�y, an amorphous

Mg-B preursor is grown at room temperature on r-ut single rystal 10x10 mm
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sapphire.

After deposition, using a simple in situ manipulator, the sample is plaed in a niobium box

ontaining small amounts of Mg and then heated up to 800

o
C. The box is losed using

an indium gasket that guarantees hermeti sealing. The proess is onduted in saturated

Mg-vapor as in a ex-situ proess, however it gives a surfae �lm quality and reproduibility

that are typial of an in situ proess. Further details are reported elsewhere.[10℄ The �lm

thikness, measured by Foused Ion Beam (FIB), is 0.5 µm ± 10%. X-ray di�ration θ −

2θ measurements indiate a wide -axis orientation of the surfae.[10℄ Film morphology is

investigated by Atomi Fore Mirosopy (AFM) and Sanning Eletron Mirosopy (SEM)

analyses. AFM shows granular features at the surfae, with average roughness of about 20

nm. SEM images with miroprobe analysis show high omposition uniformity over the full
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substrate area. The �lms are labelled from #1 to #3 with inreasing ritial temperature.

The main superonduting properties of all the samples under test are summarized in table

I.

To investigate the power dependene of the mirowave properties of this new superon-

dutor, we performed in the same system on�guration the measurement of the two tone

intermodulation produts and of the surfae impedane ZS=RS+jXS as a funtion of the

input power. We used an open-ended dieletri single-rystal sapphire puk resonator (with

a TE011 mode resonant frequeny of 8.8 GHz) in lose proximity to the �lm with a vari-

able puk-to-sample distane. The experimental on�guration was experimentally hosen

observing at room temperature the distane that produes the largest perturbation in the

avity resonane. This proedure made us on�dent that eah �lm has been positioned

where the magneti �eld is lose to its maximum value. The enlosure of the resonator is

made of OFHC opper and ooled by a standard two stage Gi�ord-MMahon ryoooler

system from TC down to 12K. For the measurement of IMD produts, two pure frequenies

f1 and f2 (>f1) with equal amplitudes were generated by two phase-loked synthesizers. The

two signals were ombined and applied to the resonant avity. The frequenies were sepa-

rated symmetrially about the enter frequeny of the resonant avity by an amount (δf)

suh that both frequenies were well within the 3-dB bandwidth of the resonator. All the

IMD data presented in this paper are taken with δf=10 kHz while the resonane bandwidth

was generally not less than 170 kHz. The output signals of the resonator (the two main

tones f1 and f2 and the two third order IMD's at 2f1-f2 and 2f2-f1) were measured as a fun-

tion of the input power by using a spetrum analyzer. Note that the measurement system

does not involve an ampli�er sine the non-linearity inherent in a high gain ative devie

would be too high to allow sensitive measurement of the intermodulation generated in the

superonduting �lm. Further details are given elsewhere.[11, 12, 13℄

All the samples under test showed a similar behaviour as a funtion of power, therefore

for the sake of larity we will show the experimental results obtained on sample #3 only. In

Fig. 1 the output power at the main tones and the IMD third order produts as a funtion

of the irulating power Pcirc are presented at di�erent temperatures. In the inset Pout vs

Pcirc for the samples #1 and #2 at t=0.57 and 0.62 respetively is shown for omparison.
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The power irulating in the avity is evaluated using the following expression:[14℄

Pcirc = 10Log

(

2QL

10−
IL

20

)

+ Pout (1)

where QL is the loaded quality fator of the avity, IL represents the insertion losses and

Pout is the output power of the main tone. Pcirc and Pout are expressed in dBm. There are

two main reasons to plot the IMD produts as a funtion of the irulating power instead

of the more onventional input power: i) the behavior does not depend either on the input

oupling or on the resonator quality fator, thus making the omparison amongst di�erent

devies simpler; ii) Pcirc is diretly proportional to the square of the mean amplitude of

the mirowave applied �eld Hr.f., that is the relevant quantity for the study of the intrinsi

properties in superonduting samples. Hr.f. is expressed by the following relation:[14, 15℄

Hr.f. =

√

Pcirc

2ΓA
, (2)

where Pcirc is expressed in Watt, A is the sample surfae and Γ the geometrial fator of

the avity, experimentally determinated by using as a referene a superonduting YBCO

sample of known surfae resistane. In the ase of the samples under test, Γ was equal to 403,

494 and 626 Ω for #1, #2 and #3 respetively with an error of 15%. The large di�erene

in the geometrial fators are due to the di�erent hoies of the puk-sample distane.

In Fig. 1 we observe two important features: i) the power law dependene of the IMD

produts is onstant with the irulating power and shows an exponent ranging between 1.5

and 1.8; ii) the output power of the IMD produts dereases with the inreasing temperature.

In �gure 2 the IMD slopes as a funtion of the redued temperature are displayed for the

samples under study. All values are almost temperature independent with an exponent

ranging between 1.5 and 2.3. The error on the IMD slopes is estimated between 4 and 8 %.

In the single tone experiment, the quality fator Q and the resonant frequeny f0 of

the dieletri resonator are measured as a funtion of the applied mirowave �eld Hr.f. as

alulated using eq. 2. We estimate the hanges in the surfae resistane and in the surfae

reatane by using the simple general relation:[14℄

RS + j∆XS = Γ

[(

1

Q0

−
1

Qback
0

)

− 2j

(

∆f0
f0

)]

(3)

where Q0 is the unloaded quality fator when the sample is inserted in the avity, whereas

Q

back
0

is the unloaded quality fator of the bare avity. The error on the surfae resistane and
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the surfae reatane is of 15 %. In �gure 3, ∆RS(Hr.f.) at di�erent temperatures is shown.

The surfae resistane linearly hanges inreasing the mirowave surfae �eld Hr.f. until a

threshold �eld H

∗
is attained. H

∗
represents the �eld value above whih non linear e�ets

appear. For values larger than H

∗
the line shape of the resonane peak starts to deviate

from a pure Lorentzian urve, therefore the RS values annot be orretly estimated. H

∗
is

strongly temperature dependent and its value is signi�antly lower than the H

c
C1

bulk values

previously reported for this material.[16℄

In onventional nonlinear materials, it is straightforward to see that third order produts

must inrease with the third power of input main tones.[2, 3℄ In the ase of MgB2, IMD

slopes range between 1.5 and 2.3, resembling granular YBCO thin �lm behavior.[4, 5, 6, 7,

8, 9℄ This unonventional behaviour might have di�erent extrinsi origins: a) a hystereti

proess dominated by the reation and the irreversible motion of Josephson vorties in grain

boundaries;[17, 18℄ or b) heating e�ets due to the low thermal ondutivity of the �lm

substrate. The latter soure of nonlinearity an be ruled out beause of the high thermal

ondutivity of sapphire and sine for eah sample the IMDs remain unhanged when δf

is varied between 10 to 50 kHz.[12℄ In support of hystereti Josephson �ux penetration

there are several onsiderations. As reently reported,[19℄ granular MgB2 is haraterized

by amorphous grain boundaries of metalli harater with thikness ranging between 5 and

20 nm. Thus we an model the system by a network of S-N-S Josephson oupled grains. In

addition, IMD slopes lose to 2 and almost temperature independent an be indued by a

linear dependene of the surfae impedane on the applied mirowave �eld.[7℄ Indeed this

is the observed form of the nonlinear dependene of RS in our �lms. In a simple granular

model, the IMD amplitude dereases with the inreasing temperature,[13℄ as we observe.

And �nally the dimensionless parameter r = ∆(1/Q)/(−2∆f/f0) [17, 20℄ is of the order

of unity for all samples (see table I). All these experimental observations point to a model

of Josephson oupled grains where the main extrinsi mehanism for mirowave losses is

the generation and the motion of Johsepson vorties in grain boundaries. The metalli

nature of these grain boundaries might explain the lak of distintive evidene for weak link

e�ets in d magnetisation measurements,[21℄ where proximity e�et makes the sample a well

onneted superonduting domain without strongly a�eting the ritial urrent density

even in redued ritial temperature samples. Indeed the MgB2 ase may resemble that of

YBa2Cu3O7−δ/silver omposites,[22℄ where the enhaned intergranular urrent density was
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interpreted as being due to improved oupling between grains by proximity e�et in the

intergranular silver.
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FIG. 1: The output power of the fundamental signal Pout,1 and of the IMD produts Pout,3 displayed

for sample #3 as a funtion of the irulating power at the redued temperatures: t=T/TC=0.38

(�), t=0.48 (◦), t=0.57 (△) and t=0.72 (▽). In the inset we show Pout vs Pcirc for the

samples #1 and #2 at t=0.57 (�) and 0.62 (•) respetively for omparison.
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FIG. 2: The IMD slopes as a funtion of the redued temperature t=T/TC for all the samples

under test: #1 (◦), #2 (H), #3 (�).
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FIG. 3: Change in the surfae resistane values as a funtion of the applied mirowave �eld at

the following redued temperatures: t=0.38 (�), t=0.48 (◦), t=0.57 (△) and t=0.72 (▽). The

arrows indiate the threshold �eld H∗
above whih non linear e�ets starts to show up.
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